KEY FEATURES
1. ORIGINAL XYLOBANDS
The world’s first, the original high-quality interactive LED wristbands: XYLOBANDS created for
COLDPLAY. Experienced by over 5 million people, Xylobands are lighting up audiences at all kinds of
live events by XylobandsUSA.

2. THE BRIGHTEST LED WRISTBANDS AVAILABLE
Xylobands feature 360 DEGREES of bright visible LIGHT, more light area, more LED’s.
The world’s brightest Interactive LED wristbands!

3. HIGH-ENERGY EXPERIENCES
Shared motivational excitement! Groups are immersed into the Xylobands light show,
everyone FEELS CONNECTED to each other! Use the energy for APPLAUSE mode,
COUNTDOWN shows, CEO entrances, unlimited interactive experiences!

4. MULTI-COLOR EFFECTS
RGB LED's - full color control with MILLIONS of COLORS and effects in each Xyloband.

KEY FEATURES
5. SIZEABLE WRISTBANDS - ADJUSTABLE SIZER CLIP
Xylobands feature adjustable sizer clip, for personal size control.

6. FABRIC COMFORT
Xylobands feature comfortable, breathable, ORGANIC fabric wristbands

7. TUCK TAB - SLIMLINE
Xylobands SLIMLINE - Tuck Tabs allow the extension a fold-over creating a slimline look.

8. BRANDING AREAS
Xylobands have the most branding area of any intelligent LED wristband. BRAND your
messages and logos on the battery case, and on 2 areas of the strap.

KEY FEATURES
9. WALK-AWAY MODE
Xylobands can be programmed with a ‘walk-away’ mode that will continue wherever the
band goes after the event, remaining lit until the battery stops.

10. RECYCLE
Go Green: Xylobands can be recycled for reuse, reconditioned with new batteries that
extend the active use to more events.

11. BATTERY LIFE - MULTI-DAY USE
Xylobands have three versions available with different battery life: 1 day, 3 day, and 5 day
use.

12. FLAT LED TECHNOLOGY
Xylobands are thin, fabric wristbands, with flat LED’s ALL the way around the band.

KEY FEATURES
13. CHANNELS / ZONES
Thousands of unique zones and channels create exciting LED light patterns, with each zone
or channel controlled separately, adding unlimited ways to engage your guests and control
color designs across the event. PROXIMITY EFFECTS allow areas of light to travel or
highlight areas in the event.

14. RF - RADIO CONTROL
Xylobands RF controlled Intelligent LED wristbands feature reliable transmission and
reception; lighting up wristbands within range. Xylobands use a single transmitter to run an
entire venue, 50,000 Xylobands, or more, from one ground based transmitter. No rigging
required.

15. SHOW CONTROL
Xylobands are controlled live, or as fully pre-programmed shows, using time code, DMX.
Xylobands set to sync with video, music, lights, or with each other, or DJ synchronized,
unlimited options. Light Up Your Audience whenever you choose.

16. RFID TICKETING, TRACK & TRIGGER
RFID / NFC - ID chips added to your Xylobands create a wide range of intelligent wristband
technologies combined!

